
 

MAYNARD PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

MINUTES OF SCHOOL COMMITTEE MEETING 

FOWLER SCHOOL ASSEMBLY HALL 

MAY 26, 2016 

 

Present: Dawn Capello, Justin Hemm, Jamal De Vita, Mary Mertsch, Bethlyn Houlihan  

Administrators:  Robert J. Gerardi, Jr., Superintendent; Peter DiCicco, Business Advisor, Jennifer 

Gaudet, Curriculum Director 

 

Meeting called to order at 7:09 p.m. 

Chair Capello reviewed the School Committee meeting procedures. 

 

Minutes 

A motion was made by Mr. Hemm to approve the minutes of May 12, 2016 as written.  2nd by Dr. De 

Vita.  Motion passed 4-0.  (1 abstained). 

 

Chairman's Report 

None 

 

Superintendent's Report 

Dr. Gerardi reported that the hiring committee for the position of Student Services Director decided to 

re-post the position.  He also said the School Committee has final approval on the appointment of the 

position. The other possibility is that we could interview consultants for a one-year interim position. 

The Committee felt we should repost the position and see what happens.  If they don’t find a candidate, 

we can look at an Interim Director. 

Dr. Gerardi will be highlighted in a Boston Globe feature on the National Alliance on Mental Illness. 

This will be featured on May 29. 

 

Student Representative  Report 

Janal Carr reported on the annual senior prank at MHS.  

Also, the Great East Festival was held last Friday, May 20.  The High School won a Platinum Award 

and the Chorus won a High Gold Award.  The Fowler also won a Gold Award. – 

The High School had MCAS and PARCC testing.  The Junior Class went to a College Fair at the 

Convention Center in Boston.  Also, the High School had a successful prom. 

 

Citizen's Comments 

A Green Meadow teacher reported on the successful art show by the 2nd grade students and how the art 

teacher spent 30 hrs of her time on setting up for the show and spent her personal money for some of the 

show materials. 



Ms. Mertsch said that the art work is still up at the Maynard Public Library for viewing. 

 

Spanish Immersion Program 

Ms. Capello presented the history of the Spanish Immersion Program. The presentation can be found on 

the following link: http://www.maynard.k12.ma.us/board-of-education/meeting-agenda 

Also presented were the costs of the program; concert and camps; paraprofessionals; benefits; school 

choice revenue and the Maynard Advantages. 

 

Questions 

Parent.  What grades are students choiced in.  Students are choiced-in here across the grade levels. 

Fowler Teacher.  For the Immersion Program at fowler , it seems like grades 4 and 5 are planned out, 

how does it work in Grades 6 and 7? 

Ms. Gaudet - We will go back to visit Millis Public to see the transition and how it works. We have a 

established pathway for Grades 4 and 5.  We need a broader conversation next year on global studies. 

Millis moved to students taking Spanish at the appropriate level and an elective in Spanish. 25% is 

Spanish rest in English. The Maynard Curriculum Committee is looking at these pathways.  We are not 

talking about Immersion alone, but a pathway for all students in Foreign Language. 

Holliston had done Immersion for 37 years.  Mendon-Upton for  18 years.  Milton for 29 yrs. Millis for 

29 yrs. 

We focus on Millis because they have similar demographics. It is a like system to us. Framingham and 

Somerville have Immersion programs and Brockton has an entire school with an Immersion Program. 

Parent.  I have an Immersion student. Great for town and community. MS high school principal. 

Students acquire language at an earlier age. Take exception about non-traditional choice.  

Parent.  Spanish Immersion maxes out at 25 students. Does every class max out at 25?  If some year, 

they don’t get 25, how does that work? 

Dr. Gerardi. Our average class size is 20-23. Ms. Capello:  If I saw that class size, we would deal with it. 

Ms. Gaudet: set a cap for class size. Need to push forward to next year's meetings for discussion and 

move forward. 

Mr. Hemm - as a professional,  I understand the learning skills at an early age, if we were looking at a 

26, or 27 class size,  that is unacceptable. 

GM Parent - Has been attending every meeting from 2011 to 2013.  She remember at budget time there 

was a lot of cuts, the 5
th

 bus.  I remember talking about start up and the cost of Immersion and I was 

against it. I thought it was fiscally irresponsible when we were cutting positions. My take on it was, that 

if everything was funded in the budget,  then start the Immersion program. Historically, it created 

animosity. There are some holes, and we haven’t fixed them.  There is also an unspoken divide between 

http://www.maynard.k12.ma.us/board-of-education/meeting-agenda


Immersion students and other students at their grade level.  Immersion plays together at recess. Should 

we have a discussion about new program growing pains?  

Ms. Gaudet:  Many people feel there is an unspoken divide in the Immersion  We talked about doing all 

school events like, a GM cookout at back to school night and doing more things together.  We need to 

build social emotional conversations in the classrooms.  There also need to be a community conversation 

about the foreign language experience for students not in Immersions. I would  like to remove the 

divide, this deeds to be addressed. 

Ms. Capello has spoken with people who are not fond of the Immersion program. We need to take this 

divide on as parents. We need to have kids mingle.   

Dr. Gerardi.  In Maynard, the town has been generous with the budget for decades. Maynard is a hidden 

gem. Every year we have conversions about how to spend money. The hard part is the prioritizing.  

Ms. Houlihan has a student that did not get in Immersion. She has embraced the classroom and the path 

we are on. We are a community and a major priority is to have an opportunity to know kids in the 

community.  We are paying attention to the growing pains in the community. 

GM Teacher: 25 students  in any classroom is high. There was a question on the summer salary and is 

any student allowed in Spanish Immersion summer program?  

Donna Dankner:  All children can opt to take Spanish Immersion class. Summer camp is for Immersion 

students only . Spanish speakers can also apply for Immersion program. For any fee based program, 

there is there a scholarship program.  

Parent:  Wants to understand that there is no more money spent on Immersion than any other classroom.  

Can there be transparency?  Has there ever been a time that Immersion got books, but another class did 

not.   

Dr. Gerardi: Every year there are some differences between needs classrooms of regular and special ed.  

Ms. Gaudet:  If there are new classrooms bring opened, there are implementation costs.  

Ms. Dankner:  If there is a start up cost and the room needs books, we look at what is there. 

Parent:  If you look past 5
th

 grade in Immersion,  I would be nervous if there were not a plan in place for 

middle school. Could there be a timeline for that? 

Ms. Gaudet: The Curriculum Committee has talked about foreign language at Fowler. Would like 

systematic approach to work language instruction, talk as a whole not just parts. We need a broader 

community conversation.   

Parent of Immersion student:  Respects everyone's view on the immersion discussion points. Appreciate 

what you have done to bring Immersion and make it work. Thank you for the opportunity. 



Ms. Mertsch: as a non-immersion parent, I support the program knowing the benefits of the 2
nd

 

language. My Husband is from Germany and he is learning that language. There are so many opinions 

and in an age where there is so much in the news, we are more separated by class than ever. I like 

Maynard because its diverse and we troubleshoot problems. When we run for office, we don’t hide what 

we think. We work and hard and I thank everyone for coming out. 

Parent:  I appreciate you letting us speak about the  Immersion program. My kids are in Immersion and 

they also speak Slovak. Also a coach – look at those opportunities to engross kids with other children.  I 

love more English translation into Spanish as a parent.  

Parent:  Have a daughter in Immersion and I am a French parent. We speak French at home. It is normal 

for kids to speak Spanish together. They are just exploring a new language.   

Ms. Houlihan:  The reason I am here is, I want every child to do as good as they can and find their 

pathway. We felt value in the Immersion and the value of Maynard. We are excited about all our 

offerings. We have conversations about anything we are looking at and are committed to having these 

conversations. 

Parent: everyone feels there is divide with the Immersion program. Using Spanish at recess. General ed 

students feel left out. Kids don’t’ understand and feel left out. Important for regular ed parents to talk 

about including others. I would like to see  Spanish offered to regular ed students earlier. 

Ms. Capello:  The social piece is huge. As much as we want to put it on the schools. There is some work 

to do. As parents we have to try to help students to be social. 

Mr. Hemm: We use the word inclusionary. Our family talks every night about inclusion. I can influence 

my own daughter and work on social skills. I wasn’t aware it existed.  

Parent: We have a lot of play dates.  They don’t speak in Spanish when they don’t have to. Surprised to 

hear about Spanish speaking on the playground.   

 

Assabet Valley Quarterly Report  

Dr. Gerardi noted the item he is most proud of is listed first under Consultation Services.  The FSP 

(Wraparound) program will be presented at the MASS Summer Conference by Cathy Cummins the 

AVC Executive Director and Jill Greene.  Maynard has been a leader in this work with AVC and he 

applied to MASS to highlight our success on a state level. 

 

End of Year Account Transfer  

Mr. DiCicco, Business Manager, asked the committee to transfer monies within the budget to balance 

account expenditures under Town Fund Code 0001. 

A motion was made by Mr. Hemm to approve the letter entitled FY16 School Department Budget 

Account Transfers.  2nd by Dr. De Vita.  Motion passed 5-0. 



Holiday Calendar  

Every year the School Committee votes on which of teh14 national and state holidays for the custodians, 

secretaries and administrator to observe.   

A motion was made by Dr. De Vita to approve the holiday calendar as constituted.  2nd by Mr. Hemm. 

Motion passed 5-0. 

 

Citizens Comments 

None 

 

Members Comments 

None 

 

A motion was made by Ms. Capello to enter into Executive Session at 9:20 p.m. by roll call vote without 

the intent to return to open session.  2
nd

 by Mr. Hemm.  Motion passed 5-0. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

Colleen Moore 

Administrative Assistant to the Superintendent of Schools 

 

 

 

 

 

 


